
Sunrise Properties - We Buy Houses Provides
Knoxville Homeowners Competitive House
Selling Solutions

Sunrise Properties aims to help as many

homeowners as possible get fair cash offers

for unwanted properties in Knoxville

KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE, USA, October

26, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sunrise

Properties - We Buy Houses, one of the

leading house buyers in Knoxville,

Tennessee, continues to fulfill its mission

to provide better house-selling solutions

to homeowners who have difficulty

getting rid of their unwanted properties.

Its home-buying process is fast and hassle-free and has already helped hundreds of

homeowners get fair cash offers within twenty-four hours.

We provide fair market

value offers based on

comparable sales and

needed repairs. Don’t

hesitate to contact our

home-buying specialists to

assess the value of your

property today.”

Michael Wilson

“Our years of experience helping many Knoxville

homeowners quickly get rid of their unwanted properties

has enabled us to polish the system we use and make it

better,” said Michael Wilson, Sunrise Properties

spokesperson.

Sunrise Properties’ home-buying process is fast and easy. 

It is designed with house sellers’ needs in mind, and each

transaction is processed according to each customer's

unique needs. 

According to Wilson, every homeowner who utilizes Sunrise Properties’ cash offer program

receives the exact sales amount of the property.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.sunrisetn.com/
https://www.sunrisetn.com/
https://www.google.com/maps?cid=6598747470847318300


“When homeowners wanted to sell an unwanted property, two of their biggest concerns are how

much will their offer be, and how long will it take,” explained Wilson. 

“With Sunrise Properties’ home-buying solutions, we ensure to get them fair cash offers within

24 hours and close in as little as seven days.”

Another advantage when selling with house buyers, such as Sunrise Properties, is they don’t

charge any transaction fees. 

They buy the house as-is, and the sellers don’t even need to clean their property or move things

they don’t need. 

Sunrise Properties would take care of that unwanted stuff by getting the service of a storage

company.

According to Wilson, house sellers can get fair cash offers from Sunrise Properties by following

the four-step process.

The first step is for homeowners or house sellers to contact Sunrise Properties by phone or

website.  They must provide all information about their property to a home-buying specialist.

This process is quick, easy, and free.

For the second step, the Sunrise Properties team would review and evaluate the details provided

by the house sellers to make sure they meet the buying criteria.

On the third step, Sunrise Properties would present the house seller with a fair-written, no-

obligation offer.

And, the last step, once an agreement with pricing and everything else is reached, Sunrise

Properties will close at a local reputable title company, and the house seller will receive the exact

amount of cash from the sale of their property.

Sunrise Properties is a real estate company specializing in home buying. 

They make offers, pay cash, and present customized solutions to homeowners struggling to sell

their properties. 

They analyze their client’s situations and determine the best solution. 

It may be listings on the market or renting the property. 

Homeowners in Knoxville planning to sell their unwanted properties can contact Sunrise

Properties directly at (865) 686-5494 or visit its website and read Sunrise Properties reviews.

https://www.trustedrei.com/tennessee/knoxville/real-estate-buyer/sunrise-properties-we-buy-houses


Contact:

Sunrise Properties - We Buy Houses

9111 Cross Park Dr D200,

Knoxville, TN 37923

+1 865-686-5494

info@sunrisetn.com

https://www.sunrisetn.com

Michael Wilson

Sunrise Properties - We Buy Houses

+1 865-686-5494

info@sunrisetn.com
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